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In 1992, Vice 
President Gore 
proposed the 
Information 
Superhighway. At NSF, 
we planned to put 
information on the 
Superhighway by 
establishing the NSF 
Digital Libraries 
Initiative. In 1993, NSF 
supported web 
browser MOSAIC
Program Director, 
NSF 1991-1995, Digital 
Libraries Initiative 
1993-1995.

The Birth of 
Digital or
Electronic
Libraries



Digital Libraries

One of the better descriptions of digital libraries 
comes from the Santa Fe Workshop on 
Distributed Knowledge Work Environments 1997. 
The concept of a "digital library" is not 
merely equivalent to a digitized collection 
with information management tools. It is 
rather an environment to bring together 
collections, services, and people in support 
of the full life cycle of creation, 
dissemination, use, and preservation of data, 
information, and knowledge.



Why Global Digital Libraries?

Economic Impacts - Emerging as an important 
economic power. 
Computer Hardware and Software – Enhance 
IT industry.
Education – Promote science, engineering and 
technology.
International Collaboration – Pacific-rim, Asian 
and developing nations.



Previous Reports on Global Digital 
Libraries

Carl Lagoze, David Fielding, Sandra Payette, 
Making Global Digital Libraries Work: 
Collection Services, Connectivity Regions, 
and Collection Views 
Beyond the Beginning: The Global Digital 
Library, AN INTERNATIONAL conference 
organized by UKOLN ON BEHALF OF JISC, 
CNI, BLRIC, CAUSE and CAUL
Raj Reddy, GLOBAL DIGITAL LIBRARIES: 
BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The Library of Congress, Global Reference 
Network (GRN)



Previous Papers on Global Digital 
Libraries

Joint Conference on Digital Libraries 2004, 
CONFERENCE THEME: GLOBAL REACH AND 
DIVERSE IMPACT
Ching-chih Chen, Toward a Global Digital 
Library, NSF Post Digital Library Futures 
Workshop 2003
Ed Fox et al, Toward a Global Digital Library, 
Generalizing US-Korea Collaboration on 
Digital Libraries, 2002, D-Lib Magazine 



Main Concepts
Connectivity regions are groups of sites with 

relatively good network connectivity. 
Collection services provide the necessary meta-

information so that a group of digital library 
servers can interoperate as a collection.

Collection views represent the configuration of 
the collection that conforms to connectivity 
regions. 

Multilingual access enables search in multi-
languages.



Global Digital Libraries: 
Distributed vs. Central 

The centralized systems, such as the current 
generation of library management systems that 
form the technical basis of modern libraries
There are many technical challenges in 
designing the architecture of globally-distributed, 
federated digital libraries. 
In contrast to centralized or replicated stand-
alone systems, these federated systems are 
composed of semi-autonomous services, 
distributed across the global Internet, that 
interoperate through an open protocol. 



Benefits of the Federated Model  

Stakeholders can maintain control of 
digital objects (documents) in their own 
repositories. 
Customized collections can be created by 
aggregating digital objects in these 
distributed repositories. 
New value-added services can be created 
as the need arises. 



Benefits of the Federated Model  

The functionality of existing services can 
be enhanced in a modular fashion. 
Services can be replicated to provide 
global accessibility. 
Customized user interfaces (digital library 
gateways) can be created to provide 
community-tailored access to other 
distributed digital library services. 



Issues of Scalability

As the global information space explodes, 
it has become increasingly difficult to 
collect indexing information and keep 
centralized indexes up-to-date. 
Commercial Web search providers are 
competing to develop better distributed 
searching technology. 



Issues of Ontology

As users become more sophisticated, 
information providers are developing services 
with more meaning or ontology. The Semantic 
Web is such an effort to change the outlook of 
web services.
Researchers in the digital library community 
have examined query translation issues, content 
summarization for query routing, and content-
based search.



Issues of Specificity

While interoperability among search or indexing 
sites is important, it is also vital that the 
information infrastructure accommodates the 
unique needs of specific communities. Such 
accommodation is best accomplished via 
separate service providers that can both cater to 
individual community needs (through custom 
metadata, specialized data formats, query 
languages, user interfaces, etc.) and 
interoperate on a global scale through open 
protocols. 



Issues of Intellectual Property

The current search infrastructure depends on 
the fact that almost all the items in the global 
information space are not encumbered by 
access restrictions. Certainly this will change as 
improved technology for digital object rights 
management evolves and, as a result, more 
restricted objects proliferate on the net. (In fact, 
one could argue that in the future the objects 
with the most value will be those that are not 
freely available.)



Issues of Intellectual Property
Continued

In this case, it will become more difficult if not 
impossible for centralized search providers to 
collect indexing information by simply walking 
the global information space (in the fashion of 
current "web spiders"). As a result, resource 
discovery will depend on distributed indexing 
sites that are physically, logically, or legally 
linked (through licensing agreements) with sites 
of content providers. 



The LOVE Project

LOVE (Learning Object Virtual 
Exchange), a global DL server with 
multilingual OAI extensions.
Seeking partners to develop multilingual 
corpora of learning objects with individual 
intellectual rights.
Forming a consortium to develop 
marketing strategies for learning objects. 



User Search & Retrieval

Multilingual DL Corpus

Word Dictionary
General Vocabulary
Scientific Terminology

Bilingual Dictionary
Chinese/English
English/Chinese

Concept Dictionary
Classification
Description

Co-occurrence
Dictionary
Chinese and English



Learning Object Virtual Exchange
(LOVE) – System Design

User navigation 
options

Teacher/
Author and 

Parent options

Local LOVE 
search option

User login

Federated 
search options



Object Oriented Framework for 
Digital Libraries

Digital object 
Conversion
Procedure

Digital object 
Indexing 
Procedure

Digital object 
Presentation
Procedure

Digital object 
Access
Procedure

Digital object

Handle: cecs203/memAlloc/memAlloc

Metadata:
Title: Dynamic memory allocation
Subject: EngTech/Computer
Author: Otho Rodriguez 

. . .

Information content:

Multilingual Polymorphism – Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) applications operating on the 
digital object



LOVE Interoperability

OAI harvesting of metadata
Multilingual indexing 
OAI federated search
OAI extended with multimedia data



DL 
Server

Data 
Provider

OAI_DC

Data 
Provider

OAI_XXX

Service
Provider

Service
Provider

Data Mining

Federated Search

Harvester

Harvest API

A DL Server with OAI Extensions:

Managing the Metadata Complexity



A DL Server with OAI Extensions: 
Managing the Metadata Complexity

Built in capabilities:
Harvester – harvest various OAI compliant 
data providers
Data provider – expose harvested and 
existing metadata sets
Service provider – federated search and 
data mining capabilities on metadata sets



Self-Organizing Map Algorithm

Competitive and unsupervised learning 
algorithm
Artificial neural network algorithm for 
visualizing and interpreting complex data 
sets
Providing a mapping from a high-
dimensional input space to a two-
dimensional output space



Data Mining Service Provider 
System Architecture

Metadata Database

SOM Categorizer

Concept Harvester

Input Vector Generator

Noun Phraser

Browser Browser
Concept browsing 

request
Concept search 

request ResponseResponse

Request Response

Fetch metadata Save SOM



Concept Harvester

Screenshot of the SOM Categorizer



Construction of Two-level Concept 
Hierarchy

Constructing the SOM for each harvested metadata set
SOMs of the lower layer are added to the upper-layer 
SOM.

VTETD



Top-level Concept Browsing



Bottom-level Concept Browsing



Other Methods to be Added to 
LOVE

University of Maryland - Enhancing the 
Semantics of Links and Paths in Life 
Sciences Data Sources.
Semantic Web services, DAML, OWL, and 
logics.
E-government, E-commerce and E-
learning.



Motivation: the “SRS Universe”
[Thanks to Thure Etzold, DILS 2004]



Semantic Web Services

A Web service is a software application
identified by a URI, whose interfaces and 
binding** are capable of being defined, 
described and discovered by XML 
artifacts and supports direct interactions 
with other software applications using 
XML based messages via Internet-based 
protocols. (W3C definition)

**- An association between an Interface, a concrete protocol 
and a data format 



Ingredients of Semantic Web
XML: arbitrary structured data
RDF: facilities to enable automated processing of Web 
resources (metadata)
RDF data model: describing interrelationships among 
resources in terms of named properties and values 
Web Ontologies: common meaning between metadata 
definitions
Rdfschema: mechanisms for declaring these properties 
and for defining the relationships 
Agents
Exchange of proofs 
Digital signatures 



RDF  ( Resource Description Framework):

Encodes meaning in sets of triples - subject, 
predicate and object - analogous to the subject, 
verb and object of an elementary sentence
Makes assertions that particular things (people, 
Web pages or whatever) have properties (such 
as "is a sister of," "is the author of") with certain 
values (another person, another Web page)



Concept Graphs

RDF is based on the idea of identifying things 
using URIs
And describing resources (subjects) in terms of 
simple properties (verbs or predicates) and 
property values (objects)
This enables RDF to represent related concepts 
as a graph of nodes and arcs representing the 
resources, their properties and values



URI

Subject and object are each identified by a URI, 
just as used in a link on a Web page
The verbs – predicates - are also identified by 
URIs, which enables anyone to define a new 
concept, a new predicate, just by defining a URI 
for it somewhere on the Web
The URIs ensure that concepts are not just 
words in a document, but are tied to a unique 
definition that everyone can find on the Web



RDF Example
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#" 
xmlns:contact="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/pi

m /contact#"> 
<contact:Person 

rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#m
e"> 
<contact:fullName>Eric Miller</contact:fullName> 
<contact:mailbox rdf:resource="mailto:em@w3.org"/> 
<contact:personalTitle>Dr.</contact:personalTitle> 
</contact:Person> 

</rdf:RDF> 



Web Ontologies

collections of information
In philosophy, an ontology is a theory about the nature of 
existence, of what types of things exist; ontology as a 
discipline studies such theories.
Web researchers have co-opted the term for their own 
jargon
For them an ontology is a document or file that formally 
defines the relations among terms
The most typical kind of ontology for the Web has a 
taxonomy and a set of inference rules



Taxonomy

The taxonomy defines classes of objects and relations 
among them
For example, an address may be defined as a type of 
location, and city codes may be defined to apply only to 
locations
If city codes must be of type city and cities generally 
have Web sites, we can discuss the Web site associated 
with a city code even if no database links a city code 
directly to a Web site



Inference Rules

An ontology may express the rule "If a city code 
is associated with a state code, and an address 
uses that city code, then that address has the 
associated state code" 
A program could then deduce, for instance, that 
a Cornell University address, being in Ithaca, 
must be in New York State, which is in the U.S., 
and therefore should be formatted to U.S. 
standards



Inference Rules

The computer doesn't truly "understand" 
any of this information
But it can now manipulate the terms much 
more effectively in ways that are useful 
and meaningful to the human user 



Solution to 
terminology problems

The meaning of terms or XML tags used on a Web page 
can be defined by pointers from the page to an ontology
The same problems as before now arise if I point to an 
ontology that defines addresses as containing a zip code
and you point to one that uses postal code
This can be resolved if ontologies (or other Web services) 
provide equivalence relations: one or both of our 
ontologies may contain the information that my zip code 
is equivalent to your postal code



Using ontologies

Ontologies can be used in a simple fashion to improve 
the accuracy of Web searches
The search program can look for only those pages that 
refer to a precise concept instead of all the ones using 
ambiguous keywords
More advanced applications will use ontologies to relate 
the information on a page to the associated knowledge 
structures and inference rules



Agents

The real power of the Semantic Web will be realized 
when people create many programs that collect Web 
content from diverse sources, process the information 
and exchange the results with other programs
The effectiveness of such software agents will increase 
exponentially as more machine-readable Web content 
and automated services (including other agents) become 
available



Proofs

The Semantic Web promotes this synergy: even 
agents that were not expressly designed to work 
together can transfer data among themselves 
when the data come with semantics 
An important facet of agents' functioning will be 
the exchange of "proofs"



RdfSchema

The RdfSchema is one such language 
which provides a means for formalising
ontologies. RdfSchema extends the RDF
model by enabling a collection of 
resources to be described according to a 
simple class hierarchy. 



DAML

The DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) 
will surpass current markup languages by 
representing semantic relations in machine-
readable ways and enabling agents to reason 
about them. DAML is being developed as part of 
the Semantic Web initiative by teams of 
researchers at various companies and 
universities.



OWL-S (formerly DAML-S)
OWL-S supplies Web service providers with a core set of 
markup language constructs for describing the properties 
and capabilities of their Web services in unambiguous, 
computer-intepretable form. OWL-S markup of Web 
services will facilitate the automation of Web service 
tasks including automated Web service discovery, 
execution, interoperation, composition and execution 
monitoring. Following the layered approach to markup 
language development, the current version of OWL-S 
builds on top of OWL. 



Semantic Web architecture – Tim Berners-
Lee
http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/slide10-
0.html



Our Development of the Semantic 
Web

Create a semantic linking between the 
large MEDLINE digital library with the GO 
(Gene Ontology) database.
Automated Ontology Linking by 
Associative Naïve Bayes Classifier.
Automated creating a semantic web for 
any existing digital library, or a semantic 
linking between two digital libraries.



MEDLINE and GO
MEDLINE

Contains over 12 million biomedical citations 
Growing full text repositories

Gene Ontology
GO provides three structured networks of defined 
terms to describe gene product attributes 
About 17,593 defined concepts, in a DAG with two 
link types (part-of, is-a) under three roots: Cellular 
component, Biological process, & Molecular 
function
Used as annotations for genes (>80,000 so far)



The MED-GO Project
Linking MEDLINE citations to GO terms
Help users discover already known facts from the 
literature

MEDLINEKnowledge-baseGene OntologyGenes

classification



Challenges
Huge computational challenge
Classifying data sets with millions 
of examples and thousands of 
attributes with reasonable speed

Too many categories
Need a simple but effective 

classification algorithm: Associative 
Naïve Bayes classifier



Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Document classification
Process of automatically assigning a document to a 
predefined one or more class categories
Classification is a two-step process

first step: a model is built describing a predetermined set of 
data classes or concepts
second step: the model is used for classification

Naive Bayes Classification
Learning and classification methods based on 
probability theory
Based on Bayes theorem and Naïve Bayes attribute 
independence assumption



Associative naïve Bayes (1/7)
Idea

Can we automatically classify documents 
based on attribute combination by relaxing 
naïve Bayes attribute independence 
assumption?

Frequent pattern mining:                            
find all frequent patterns                               
in a database

C201001T10

C200000T9

C200110T8

C200110T7

C210000T6

C110000T5

C101100T4

C101100T3

C100111T2

C100011T1

EDCBA
Class

ItemsTransacti
on



Associative naïve Bayes (2/7)

We define two interest measures for 
classification

Class-support: frequency measure
The class-support of an itemset X, class_support(Xci), is the 
ratio of the  number of transactions that contain an itemset X
and are labeled with class ci in D and the total number of 
transactions in D. 

Class-all-confidence: significance measure
The class-all-confidence of an itemset X, class_all_conf(Xci), 
is the smallest confidence of any rule for the set of items X in 
class ci. 
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Associative naïve Bayes (3/7)
Example

C201001T10

C200000T9

C200110T8

C200110T7

C210000T6

C110000T5

C101100T4

C101100T3

C100111T2

C100011T1

EDCBA
Class

Items
ID

01/501/10ABC

02/501/5CD

2/51/52/101/10BC

1/301/100AD

01/501/10AC

01/201/5AB

1/21/21/101/10E

1/32/31/102/10D

2/53/52/103/10C

1/21/22/102/10B

1/32/31/102/10A

C2C1C2C1

Class-all-
confidence

Class-support
Itemset

Given minimum class-support=2/10 and minimum class-all-confidence=1/3,
for class C1, itemsets AB & CD are selected as frequent & interesting itemsets. 
For class C2, itemset BC are selected.



Associative naïve Bayes (4/7)
Learning algorithm

• Input: the set of frequent and interesting itemsets of length i 
• Output: the Frequent and interesting itemsets F with their class-supports 
 
ANB-IG(Li) 
Definition: 
Li = the set of frequent and interesting i-itemsets  
li = an individual itemset contained in Li (i.e. Li = l1l2l3…ln) 
1) L1 = {frequent and interesting 1-itemsets with their tidlists
and class counts}; 
2) for all itemsets li∈Li do begin 

3)   Ti = {};  
4)   for all itemsets lj ∈Li, with j > i do begin 
5)     r = li ∪  lj; 
6)     r.tidlist = li.tidlist ∩  lj.tidlist; 
7)     for all transactions t ∈ r do begin 
8)       i = class of r; 
9)       r.class_counti++; 
10)    end 
11)    for all classes ci ∈ C do begin 
12)      class_support(rci) = r.class_counti / |D|; 
13)      class_all_conf(rci) = r.class_counti /               
MAX(L1.counti[r[1]], L2.counti[r[2]],…, Lk.counti[r[k]]); 
14)      if class_support(rci) ≥ min_class_support and  
            class_all_conf(rci)≥ min_class_all_conf then 
15)           Ti = Ti ∪  {r}; F|r| = F|r| ∪  {r}; 
16)    end 
18)  end 
19) end 
20) for all Ti ≠ {} do ANB-IG(Ti); 
21) return F with their class-supports;



Associative naïve Bayes (5/7)
Learning example

Cja,b,c6

Cj

Ci

Ci

Ci

Ci

Class

a, c5

b, e4

a, b, c, 
e3

b, c, e2
a, c, d1
ItemsID

Horizontal Data Layout Vertical Data Layout

5
6

65
6

2
3
4

11
2
3

2
3
4

1
3

edcba

Compute class-support and class-all-confidence

transform intersect

{3},       1/ 6,  1/ 4
{1,3},    2 / 6,  2 / 5
{1},       1/ 6,  1/ 4
{3},       1/ 6,  1/ 4
{2,3},    

a b class sup class all conf
a c class sup class all conf
a d class sup class all conf
a e class sup class all conf
b c

∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = 2 / 6,  2 / 5

{},        0 / 6,  0 / 4
{2,3,4}, 3 / 6,  3 / 4
{1},       1/ 6,  1/ 5
{2,3},    2 / 6,  

class sup class all conf
b d class sup class all conf
b e class sup class all conf
c d class sup class all conf
c e class sup

− = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = 2 / 5

{},        0 / 6,  0 / 3
class all conf

d e class sup class all conf
− − =

∧ = − = − − =

1
3

a

2
3
4

b

3

ab

∧ =
Remove itemsets
Min-class-support=2/6
Min-class-all-conf=1/4

2
3

2
3
4

2
3

1
3

cebebcac
intersect

{3},     1/ 6,  1/ 5
{3},    1/ 6,  1/ 5
{2,3}, 2 / 6,  2 / 5

ac bc class sup class all conf
ac cd class sup class all conf
bc be class sup class all conf

∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =
∧ = − = − − =

2
3

bce
remove



Associative naïve Bayes (6/7)

Classification 
algorithm
• Input: The discovered itemset F and a test instance X 
• Output: the predicted class of X 
 
ANB-CL(F, X) 
1)    C = ∅ ; 

2)    denominator = ∅ ; 
3)    nominator = ∅ ; 
4)    L = { | ( )}l l F l P d∈ ∧ ∈ ; 
5)    while (C ⊂  X) do begin 
6)        li = selectUncoveredItemset(C, L, ci); 
7)        denominator = denominator ∪ {l}; 
8)        nominator = nominator ∪  {l ∩  C}; 
9)        C = C ∪  l; 
10)       L = L – l; 
11)   end 
12)   return the class c, where 

∏
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Associative naïve Bayes (7/7)
Classification 
example

X={a, b, c}, F={ {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a, b}, {a,c}, {b, d}, {a, b, d} }

{abd}
0.350.50.30.40.70.30.50.4Ci

{bd}{ac}{ab}{d}{c}{b}{a}

{a}, {b}, {c}P(ab|Ci)P(c|a,Ci){a,c}{a,b,c}3

{a,b}

{}

Covered Items

{a}, {b}, {c}, {a,c}P(ab|Ci){a,b}2

{a}, {b}, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}{}1

Available itemsetsProduct approximationItemset selectedStep
* *

1. ' arg max

      { |  for all }
l L

L l C

l L l C l C l L
∈

= −

= ∈ − ≥ − ∈

'

** **

2. '' arg max

       { ' |  for all '}
l L

L l

l L l l l L
∈

=

= ∈ ≥ ∈

''
*** ***

3. ''' arg max ( , )

       { '' | ( , ) ( , ) for all ''}

i
l L

i i

L P l c

l L P l c P l c l L
∈

=

= ∈ ≥ ∈

{a}, {c}P(b|Ci)P(a|b,Ci)P(c|a,Ci){a,c}{a,b,c}4

{a}, {c}, {a,c}P(b|Ci)P(a|b,Ci){a,b}{a,b}3

{b}

{}

Covered Items

{a}, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}P(b|Ci){b}2

{a}, {b}, {c}, {a,b}, {a,c}{}1

Available itemsetsProduct approximationItemset selectedStep
* *

1. ' arg min

      { |  for all }
l L

L l C

l L l C l C l L
∈

= −

= ∈ − ≤ − ∈

'

** **

2. '' arg max

       { ' |  for all '}
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∈
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*** ***
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i
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• Class-supports

• Product approximation using itemset selection method A

• Product approximation using itemset selection method B

:  discovered itemsets
:  a test example

{ | ( )}

F
X
L l l F l P X= ∈ ∧ ∈

We have L={ {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c} } by intersecting P(X) with F

Itemset containing the largest # of 
uncovered items preferred

Itemset containing the smallest # of 
uncovered items preferred



Related Work
Large Bayes (LB)

At the learning phase, LB uses an Apriori-based association miner
An itemset is defined to be frequent, if its support is above the minimum 
support

To classify a new document, some of the generated itemsets are 
selected and their supports are used to compute the probability that the 
new document belongs to a certain class

Support vector machines (SVMs)
Support vector machines find the hyperplane that separates the positive 
and negative training examples with maximum margin

Hyperplane

δ

δ

δ

Support vectors

Positive examples

Negative examples



Three Real-world Data Sets
Dataset GO Term GO ID #Train #Test 

Acrosome GO:0001137 824 354 
Endosome GO:0003596 942 405 
Fermentation GO:0003973 844 363 
Glial fibrillary acidic protein GO:0013861 913 393 
Intermediate filament GO:0003464 854 368 
Nuclear membrane GO:0003460 914 393 
Oogenesis GO:0007709 910 391 
Phosphorylation GO:0003982 847 365 
Proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen 

GO:0001690 917 395 

Small 

Spetrin GO:0005892 834 359 
Ciliary or flagellar motility GO:0000944 7,229 3,100 
DNA replication GO:0000660 8,534 3,659 
Endocytosis GO:0004992 8,043 3,449 
Locomotion GO:0012740 7,303 3,132 
Menstrual cycle GO:0000949 7,465 3,210 
Nucleotide-excision repair GO:0000635 8,212 3,521 
Peptide cross-linking via an 
oxazole or thiazole 

GO:0009882 7,627 3,261 

Sex chromosome GO:0000748 7,106 3,047 
Synaptic transmission GO:0000894 7,684 3,295 

Medium 

Wound healing GO:0001321 6,995 2,999 
Cell differentiation GO:0000885 16,354 7011 
Collagen GO:0003403 14,579 6,250 
Cytochrome GO:0003314 16,226 6,955 
Drug resistance GO:0007018 15,620 6,696 
Homeostasis GO:0001116 14,919 6,396 
Intercellular junction GO:0003722 17,893 7,670 
Memory GO:0005781 15,085 6,466 
Synapsis GO:0005240 15,113 6,479 
Tissue regeneration GO:0012976 17,542 7,519 

Large 

Tumor antigen GO:0005995 16,871 7,232 
 

#Citations with N classes Dataset 1 2 3 4 #Citations 

Training 8,741 29 0 0 8,799 Small Test 3,750 18 0 0 3,786 
Training 74,988 605 0 0 79,198 Medium Test 31,961 356 0 0 32,673 
Training 129,364 14,780 418 6 160,202 Large Test 55,634 6,234 188 2 68,674 

 

Number of citations with N classes (1 <= N <= 4) 

Small dataset: a total of 12,585 citations
Medium dataset: a total of 111,871 citations
Large dataset: a total of 228,876 citations



Preprocessing Results

Train Test  
Small Medium Large Small Medium Large 

#Unique Words after 
tokenization 

109,150 532,941 841,608 54,738 247,490 406,618 

#Unique Words after 
stop word removal & 
stemming 

95,622 469,827 739,128 47,436 217,872 357,953 

 

Preprocessing results

Feature selection
For each dataset, we selected a total of 200, 600, 
and 1,000 terms



Experiments (1/4)
Comparing classification methods

Predictive accuracy: this refers to the ability of the model to correctly 
predict the class label of new or previously unseen data
Scalability: this refers to the ability to construct the model efficiently 
given large amount of data
Simplicity: easy to implement, rule compactness

Performance measures
Precision (p): the ratio of correct predictions by the classification system 
divided by the total number of the system’s predictions
Recall (r): the ration of correct predictions by the classification system 
divided by the total number of correct predictions
F1: combines recall and precision into an equally weighted single 
measures

1
2( , ) rpF r p

r p
=

+



Experiments (2/4)
Small Dataset
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Medium Dataset
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Large Dataset
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#Words: 200 #Words: 600 #Words: 1000 Dataset p r F1 p r F1 p r F1 
NB 89.27 89.51 89.39 91.75 91.90 91.83 91.70 91.83 91.77
LB 92.54 92.79 92.66 93.20 93.19 93.11 92.26 92.38 92.32
ANB 93.24 93.39 93.31 93.85 93.96 93.90 93.32 93.39 93.35Small 

SVM 93.65 93.78 93.71 94.08 94.22 94.15 94.03 94.16 94.09
NB 80.83 81.24 81.03 85.52 86.16 85.54 87.28 87.97 87.76
LB 85.07 85.75 85.41 86.95 87.68 87.31 88.09 88.80 88.44
ANB 85.33 85.93 85.63 87.21 87.89 87.55 88.46 89.14 88.80Medium 

SVM 89.84 90.15 89.99 91.39 91.62 91.51 91.63 91.86 91.74
NB 71.75 73.16 72.45 76.58 78.40 77.48 78.37 79.80 79.08
LB 75.27 79.70 77.42 77.89 82.14 79.96 78.87 83.06 80.83
ANB 75.66 79.75 77.65 78.63 82.60 80.57 79.48 83.72 81.55Large 

SVM 81.73 81.74 81.74 83.62 83.70 83.66 83.90 83.97 83.93
 

Performance summary of classifiers 

SVM > ANB > LB >> NB 



Experiments (3/4)
Train and test times of classifiers (time: 
CPU seconds)

#Words: 200 #Words: 600 #Words: 1000 Dataset Classifier Train Test Train Test Train Test 
NB 0.11 0.49 0.22 0.94 0.28 1.26 
LB 1.64 19.83 24.26 90.22 68.87 179.58 
ANB 0.14 4.42 0.29 13.63 0.4 23.35 Small 

SVM 29.01 0.02 33.16 0.04 35.90 0.03 
NB 0.85 3.57 1.66 6.97 2.13 9.02 
LB 3.27 123.26 22.46 547.84 35.81 905.99 
ANB 0.95 24.32 2.17 88.38 2.78 142.2 Medium 

SVM 4818.69 0.16 5115.62 0.28 5571.04 0.32 
NB 1.69 7.18 3.35 14.53 4.4 19.35 
LB 6.74 237.36 35.28 1074.5 65.05 2020.09
ANB 1.98 53.16 4.15 177.91 5.28 300.8 Large 

SVM 45776.46 0.35 50460.76 0.45 50344.57 0.69 
 Train: NB > ANB > LB >> SVM, Test: SVM > NB > ANB >> LB 



Experiments (4/4)

Dataset Classifier #Words: 200 #Words: 600 #Words: 1000 
LB 2,812 8,543 12,555 Small ANB 391 442 445 
LB 2,364 7,419 9,606 Medium ANB 200 220 221 
LB 2,252 6,445 9,259 Large ANB 84 101 101 

 

Number of k-itemsets (k >= 2) mined by LB and ANB algorithms 

#Words: 200 #Words: 600 #Words: 1000 Dataset Performance 
measure ISM-A ISM-B ISM-A ISM-B ISM-A ISM-B 
Classification time 4.42 4.42 13.63 16.1 23.35 23.48 Small F1 93.31 93.20 93.90 93.72 93.35 93.35 
Classification time 24.32 25.81 88.38 101.99 142.2 142.01 Medium F1 85.63 85.58 87.55 87.49 88.80 88.80 
Classification time 53.16 57.45 177.91 199.27 300.8 301 Large F1 77.65 77.59 80.57 80.44 81.55 81.55 

 

Itemset selection methods comparison



Summary

We have proposed two interest measures for 
classification

Class-support
Class-all-confidence

We have also proposed a new classification 
algorithm

Scalability: NB > ANB > LB >> SVM
Accuracy: SVM > ANB > LB > NB
Simplicity: NB > ANB, LB >> SVM


